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In micromechanical modelling, covariograms are often used as a statistical analysis to 
estimate the features or morphological Representative Elementary Volumes (REV), from 
representative pictures of the initial microstructure (i.e. static covariogram). The aim of this 
article is to present an extension of the method to the time evolution of the microstructure, 
through the idea of dynamic covariogram built up of successive pictures of the microstruc-
ture along time. The possible enhanced evolution of covariogram parameters is analyzed 
first from a general point of view. It is then illustrated on the cavitation damage occurring 
during decompression in rubbers exposed to diffusing gas.

© 2015 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

r é s u m é

En micromécanique, la construction de covariogramme est utilisée pour renseigner la no-
tion de volume élémentaire représentatif morphologique, à partir d’images représentatives 
de la microstructure initiale. L’objet de cet article est de présenter une extension de cette 
notion à l’évolution temporelle de la microstructure au cours du temps, via la notion de 
covariogramme dynamique, issue d’images successives de la microstructure au cours du 
temps. L’évolution possible des différents paramètres du covariogramme est analysée de 
manière standard, puis illustrée à partir de l’endommagement par cavitation observé dans 
les élastomères sous décompression après exposition à un gaz diffusant.

© 2015 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In micro-mechanics, a rigorous definition of the Representative Elementary Volume (REV) is needed, either for analytical 
modeling or for full-field numerical simulations. REV implies to be representative of both the microstructure morphology 
and the mechanical properties. Only the morphological aspect is addressed here. Microstructure within the morphological 
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REV can be more or less finely defined. Basic descriptions are often based on the volume fraction of components only, 
but more sophisticated descriptors can be used too, for instance the size distribution of inclusions or porosity, or the 
shape factor distribution in case of anisotropic particles. The REV description can be based on stochastic considerations. 
When inclusions are stochastically distributed, the REV is called DREV, standing for Deterministic Representative Elementary 
Volume. A fine morphological description of the REV can be obtained using image analysis through covariogram [4–6]. 
Many different data can be estimated from this statistical analysis method, among which the size of the REV, the number 
of included phases, the isotropy or the ergodicity of the distribution of inclusions. Such a concept has been widely used 
so far, almost systematically to static cases, i.e. to images of the initial microstructure. The covariogram analysis is used to 
identify parameters of the schematized microstructure or generate numerical models, in analytical or full-field numerical 
models respectively. Microstructure morphology is not updated during the simulation. The aim of this paper is to extend 
this approach to so-called dynamic cases, i.e. situations for which the microstructure evolves with time, like during damage 
processes for instance. Indeed, the REV changes occurring during the damage process can be tracked through the evolution 
of covariograms parameters deduced from successive snapshots of the microstructure. In the following, only heterogeneous 
materials made of two phases will be considered. The article is divided into two parts. The first part briefly describes useful 
parameters displayed by covariograms. The second part is dedicated to the mechanical interpretation of these parameter 
evolutions. As a first example about material cracking, it is explained how privileged cracking directions and/or evolution 
of these directions can be pointed out from REV evolution. A second example deals with the ability of covariograms to 
highlight damage evolution during cavitation damage occurring during transient diffusion loadings.

2. Covariogram parameters obtained from a single picture of the initial microstructure (static case)

This first section briefly reminds the statistical framework of covariogram analysis and introduces relevant parameters 
that can be deduced for microstructure description. The same parameters will be further considered in the dynamic case, 
to highlight the physical interpretation of complex transient phenomena.

No difference is made between R3 and the three-dimensional Euclidean physical space equipped with an orthogonal basis 
denoted by (e1, e2, e3). Let us consider the set � ∈ R3 and X := ∪i∈NXi ⊂ � with Xi connex family set. For every z ∈ Z2, 
the operator τz : � → � by τ−z X := X + z is defined. Vector z corresponds to a direction of study. The probabilistic set X is 
equipped with the trace σ -algebra A of standard product σ -algebra on R3. Then, the probability space (�, A, P), with P a 
probability measure, can be defined. The covariogram describes the probability that both events X and τ−z X := X + z occur 
simultaneously. In direction z, Eq. (1), the covariogram function is defined by:

C :R3 →R

z → C(z)

C(z) = P{x ∈ X ∩ τ−z X} (1)

Covariogram can be viewed as a concept close to pair-correlation functions. Such a function corresponds to the probabil-
ity to intercept other particles at a distance h from a reference particle. It is obtained by growing a sphere of radius h from 
this reference particle. Firstly, pair-correlation function is not calculated for a given direction and is thus unable to quantify 
anisotropy. Secondly, unlike covariogram, pair-correlation function provides representative information if it is independent 
of the choice of the reference particle, i.e. in case of a homogeneous distribution. Covariogram is thus a more general tool 
for quantification of microstructure morphology.

It can be pointed out easily from this definition that if the material is periodic, then the function C(·) is periodic too. 
When applied to image analysis, if noting I the characteristic function of pixel x (i.e. I(x) = 1 if x ∈ X and 0 otherwise), the 
definition of the covariogram becomes (Eq. (2)):

C(z) =
∫

�

I(x)·I(x + z)dx (2)

In this work, the calculation of covariograms is based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Therefore, it allows us to work 
in a frequency space, and therefore, the medium is considered infinite.

For easier reading, the evolution of the covariogram according to any direction z is noted Cz(·). For a heterogeneous 
bi-phasic medium like that depicted in Fig. 1—left, the domain X can be associated with one phase, e.g., with inclusions. It 
is then possible to get statistical data related to this phase. For instance, the right part of Fig. 1 displays covariograms along 
the horizontal (X) and vertical (Y ) directions. Curve shapes are classical for such a microstructure.

More particular properties of the covariogram are listed below.
(P1) – It can be noticed first that the volume fraction of phase X is directly given by the covariogram for h = 0:

Cz(0) = P{x ∈ X} := f X

with f X the volume fraction of X in the medium �.
(P2) – If an horizontal asymptote line exists when h tends to the higher values, moreover with a value C(z) = f 2

X , 
then the probability distribution is ergodic, meaning that the distribution is homogeneous. The occurrence probability is the 
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Fig. 1. (Color online.) Example of covariogram for a heterogeneous media.

same at any point of the volume. Ergodicity property is essential, for example, to build up a deterministic micromechanical 
modeling of a medium containing randomly distributed inclusions [7]. In this case, a stationary condition can be expressed 
by:

∀z ∈ Z 2, τz#P = P (3)

where τz#P denotes the image probability of P by τz . Moreover, for any set X of A, an asymptotic mixing property [7] can 
be written:

lim |z| → +∞P(τz X ∩ X) = P(τ∞ X)P(X) = P(X)P(X) = Cz(∞) = f 2
X (4)

The asymptotic mixing property is a sufficient condition to ensure ergodicity of probabilistic space (X, A, P, τz). The 
asymptote can be different from f 2

X , meaning that the distribution is not statistically homogeneous.
(P3) – If the horizontal asymptote value is the same for all directions, the microstructure is isotropic at the macroscopic 

scale. But values can be different depending on the direction. In this case, the material is anisotropic.
(P4) – The first intersection between Cz(h) and the asymptote corresponds to the correlation length in the z direction, 

noted Dc(z). It is also called Integral Range by some authors [6]. It is defined by:

Dc(z) := min
h

{C z(h) − f 2
X = 0} (5)

This distance corresponds to the maximal distance of statistical influence of the inclusion phase X . It provides infor-
mation about the minimal size of the domain over which the volume is statistically representative. Beyond this distance, 
additional statistical information is negligible. Thus, the size of the DREV in this direction (z) can be assimilated to twice 
Dc(z). This value is a characteristic scale of a material, used to approximate the size of DREV along direction z. If the het-
erogeneous medium contains clusters of inclusions, Dc(·) provides an estimate of the “statistical average” size of the cluster 
in each direction. If Dc(·) is constant regardless of the direction, the material is isotropic at this scale [6]. When addressing 
material cracking, the favorite crack orientation can be given by the maximal value of Dc(·) over all the possible directions 
z, as expressed by Eq. (6).

O m := max
z

Dc(z) (6)

(P5) – The second intersection between Cz(h) and the asymptote corresponds to an outdistance of repulsion in the z
direction, noted Rep(z). It corresponds to the statistical average distance between two inclusions, so between two subdo-
mains of X . In clustering situations, Rep(·) gives an estimate of the “statistical average” distance between two clusters in 
each direction.

(P6) – The existence of two scales (i.e. due to clusters of inclusions with two different inclusion sizes, as illustrated in 
Fig. 2, left) is characterized by an inflection on the covariogram before intercepting the asymptote.

Then, the correlation length Dc(z) increases. The outdistance of repulsion Rep(z) decreases, but slightly.
All these properties make it possible to give a morphological description and thus allow us to validate the relevance of 

the numerical material [7]. They can be used to adapt along the time the REV size over which numerical calculations are 
performed.
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Fig. 2. (Color online.) Example of covariogram for a heterogeneous medium with the size of two inclusions (covariogram in blue and asymptot in red).

3. Dynamic case: evolution of covariograms issued from successive pictures of the evolving microstructure

This section discusses now how some time evolutions of these parameters can highlight complex mechanical phenomena 
like damage. It will be illustrated from the kinetics of a cavitation process in the next section. At a given time t , the 
covariogram analysis depicted in Section 3 can be applied to the current microstructure picture. The set of parameters listed 
in the previous section can be estimated at any selected time t . Current values of parameters Dc(·) and Rep(·) are noted 
Dc(·, t) and Rep(·, t), respectively.

(P1) – The volume fraction corresponding to the initial value C z(0) can vary with time. This may occur for voiding, 
cracking, or phase transformation processes.

(P2) – Ergodicity is bound to be established in the initial microstructure, but broken due to further time evolutions 
of the microstructure. It is of huge importance to detect this way the application limit of deterministic micromechanical 
modeling.

(P3) – In the same way, an initially isotropic microstructure becoming anisotropic can be detected from the asymptotic 
values of the covariogram in different directions.

(P4) – It is clear from Eq. (2) that the variation of the correlation length Dc(z, t) with time is due to a variation of the 
volume fraction. It may depend on the number and/or the size and/or the shape of inclusions. In order to simplify, scenarios 
involving evolutions of one of these three parameters only are discussed now. In the example of Section 4, spherical cavities 
will be considered so that only the number and/or size are changing with time. The variation of Dc(·, ·) may also show a 
favorite crack orientation along the time of study. More generally we could know over time and the scale of microstructure, 
so the material is always isotropic comparing Dc(z, ·) in each direction and at each time step. This information is important 
for the case of a numerical simulation where one has to be in cases where the model adjusts.

Let us consider first isotropic inclusions. If the number of these inclusions stays constant, an increase in Dc(z, t) with 
time corresponds to their growth (see properties (1) and (2)). If the inclusion size is constant with time, a decrease of 
Dc(z, ·) means that new cavities appear. If the number of inclusions increases, a sharp increase of Dc(z, ·) corresponds to 
the onset of a second scale, i.e. new cavities appear around the already existing ones. This phenomenon can be confirmed by 
observing the onset of an inflexion of the Cz(·, t) curve just before intercepting the asymptote. Obviously, if the morphology 
of inclusion changes along direction z, then Dc(z, ·) will also change and consequently influence isotropy.

(P5) – The outdistance of repulsion Rep(·, t) evolves inversely to Dc(·, t) and proportionally to the Dc volume fraction. At 
constant volume fraction, it makes sense when the inclusions are growing or become larger than their respective distance 
decreases.

(P6) – The equality between AsympX and AsympY corresponds to an isotropic distribution of the microstructure and 
therefore to an isotropic material. This must be considered in dynamic macroscopic modeling for numerical approach or 
just to validate the numerical model.

4. Example of the dynamic case: cavitation in a gas-saturated rubber upon decompression

The following section aims at illustrating some of the above-depicted features, based on the cavitation damage occur-
ring in rubbers when decompressed after gas exposure and sorption of the gas into the rubber. Since defects are spherical 
cavities, some anisotropy effects will not be illustrated. When rubbers are exposed to pressurized gas for a long time, gases 
penetrate into the polymer until reaching a thermodynamic equilibrium state of saturation. When pressure suddenly de-
creases, the gas trapped within the polymer tends to expand and diffuse out of the material. If diffusion is not fast enough 
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Fig. 3. Optical images of cavity fields observed (A), (B) and (C) in a transparent EPDM exposed to hydrogen at 9 MPa for 1 h and decompressed at 
2.5 MPa/min at three different times.

Fig. 4. (Color online.) Evolution of the correlation distance: (A) nucleation and growth of the cavities; (B) decreasing, disappearance of the second level; 
(C) residual damage.

compared to the decompression rate, expansion of the gas occurs within the polymer, enhancing diffuse or localized dam-
age by cavitation, multiple cracking or even foaming [1]. This phenomenon, often referred to as “explosive decompression 
failure”, has been evidenced for polymers exposed to various gases (H2, CO2, H2S, CH4) [3].

As illustrated in Fig. 3 in an EPDM exposed to hydrogen under 9 MPa and decompressed at 2.5 MPa/min, a first step 
corresponds to more or less delayed cavity nucleation (step A). Then the first cavities start to decrease, while the last ones 
still inflate (step B). Finally, all remaining cavities decrease (step C). Only a very few works reported time-resolved data 
about cavities nucleation and growth, especially during decompression [7,8]. Damage morphology and kinetics were shown 
to depend on the decompression conditions: decompression rate and saturation pressure. Several populations of cavities 
were observed sometimes, i.e. primary cavities surrounded by smaller satellite ones [2].

Subsequent differences and time evolutions of cavity field statistics can be captured by covariograms issued from suc-
cessive pictures.

Fig. 4 compares the time evolution of the correlation length Dc along the directions X and Y of images in Fig. 3. As 
underlined in the previous section, both the number and size of cavities are bound to affect Dc. An increase in Dc means 
that at least the number of the size or cavities increases too. Fig. 3 displays one more data, i.e. the evolution of the number 
of cavities with time. It helps to interpret the three successive steps A, B and C, as nucleation and growth (A), decrease 
and disappearance (B) and persisting damage (C) respectively. Obviously, these interpretations are also due to the number 
of cavities according to time.

At any time, correlation lengths along X and Y are almost identical; the difference never exceeds 7%. Values could be 
different, e.g., in case of clustering or cracking in a privileged direction. However, the correlation length evolves with time 
for a given direction. It means that analytical modeling or numerical computations should take into account an evolutive 
DREV with time or consider an upper bound over the time range.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the correlation distance: (A) nucleation and growth of the cavities; (B) growth of cavities nucleation and cluster training of cavities 
(double scale); (C) decreasing, disappearance of the second-level and residual damage.

For higher decompression rates, the damage kinetics is different. As shown in Fig. 5, three steps can be distinguished: the 
first step (A) corresponds to the nucleation and growth of the first cavities, the second stage (B) corresponds to the onset 
of additional cavities around the existing ones, and finally during step (C) cavities decrease until they stabilize, leading to a 
residual damage. More precisely, between stages A and B the huge increase of Dc can arise from the onset of a cluster of 
inclusions. Indeed, the presence of a cluster increases the statistical length of influence and thus Dc. And between stages B 
and C, this cluster disappears.

All these features, supported by covariogram analysis, could not be pointed out, and even less quantified, through obser-
vation with the naked eye.

5. Conclusion and future prospects

The covariogram method, so far used for morphological analysis in static or stationary cases, has been extended here to 
a time-dependent framework, i.e. applied to a set of time-resolved pictures of an evolving microstructure. It was illustrated 
by the time evolution of cavities fields to highlight damage kinetics in gas-exposed rubbers upon decompression. More 
generally, this work provides methodological support for any physical process associated with significant morphological 
change. It can be applied to several types of phenomena occurring under deformation, e.g., damage (cavitation, cracking), 
kinematics of inclusions or phase transitions. Beyond classical statistical data about the microstructure (phase ratio, size and 
spatial distribution, etc.), covariograms provide information about REV and isotropy as a function of time. It is of special 
interest for micromechanical modeling, for example (i) to appreciate the relevance of deterministic modeling (deduced from 
ergodicity), (ii) to accurately depict the DREV in full-field simulations by the FEM method or (iii) to integrate accurate 
parameters in a schematic homogenization to take into account changes of microstructure morphology at the macroscopic 
scale.
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